Human Nature
Our Adam fallen nature our human nature, our satanic nature is
inauthentic and always wants to, try to:
1) Look Good

2) Be Right

or

3) Win

Fig leaf covers our: Fear, Guilt and Shame;

Voice in our head says: you’re not good enough, you don’t belong,
something is wrong, you don’t look good enough, you have no value
give it up, … these are all Satan’s lies.

Fear

Dominates

Future

Guilt

Dominates

Past

Shame

Dominates

Present

(There is no fear in the present)

Life is threatening.
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Christ like nature, truth authentic, life looks good:

Confidence, Freedom, Peace of Mind, Joy, Freedom of Expression,
Fruits of the Spirit Gal. 5:22
Adam’s Life

God’s Life

DECIDE

CHOISE

Decide to kill off the other Choise Chossing the power of God.
De

cide

Choose this day whom you will serve

Sui

cide

Choose to be happy, Joyful, Peaceful

Pesta

cide

Choose to be satisfied, trust

Adamic nature, human nature, satanic nature, which is most people
decide to follow Jesus because they don’t like Satan not because they
love Jesus but because they decided Jesus is the better option than Satan.
Christlike nature, chooses Jesus because of freedom and power to
choose.
Choosing is acceptance. Acceptance is the most powerful form of LOVE.
Happiness

is not

what you are but who you are.

Complaints
Suck the life out of everything.
What’s living behind a complaint?
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Ugly payoff
You are right

They are wrong

You look good

They look bad

You win

They lose

You dominate

They submit

You justify

They are unjust

Do not complain but make a powerful request = Please = no force
With God you are born again, you start out with nothing like a baby.
They have no life as a baby but their whole life is ahead of them and
they can choose to be whatever they want to be.
So die daily and be born daily; the past is the past the future is all yours.

What happen

The Story

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Our past, abuse, no father,

//

Our meaning

No mother, neglect, bullied, //

Our pain

Skinny, fat, poor, rich

Our way of life

//

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3

None of the above has

//

Don’t give what happen a story!

Anything to do with you!!

//

Don’t give the past garbage a

Send it to the garbage bin.

//

Meaning, reasons & excuse in the

//

Way you are and choose to live.

The way of being, your mind frame is what you choose.
The past has nothing to do with the present.
You are who you are not because of

the past

The way you choose to be in

the future.

but

What do you choose to be?
I choose to be a Great child of God and a Loving Husband.
To choose to live for God you must get rid of the Adamic, human,
satanic nature. You must live for the future, “I am going to be like
Jesus.”

You must separate the events of the past, the “what happened” from the
“Story” and then they both become the past and you are free to live in
the present.

What you “live into” is the future, gives you the present.
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You must become like a little child so that you can go to heaven.
Little children have 100% trust in their heavenly Father,
They do not have to look good, be right or win.

What’s possible in God’s life of integrity = your word = your name =
you want to be like Christ and your last name is Christian.

God’s life is a world of:

Possibility

Reality

Anything and everything

//

Exists

Is possible

//

We are Child of God Today

According to God’s Will

//

Daily speak the possibilities of what you could be in Reality.
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